EMERGENCY FUNDING NOW!

SOS NHS

SOSNHS.ORG

NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION - SAT 26 FEBRUARY
WE DEMAND:

1. Emergency funding of £20 billion to save lives this winter

2. Invest in a fully publicly owned NHS & guarantee free healthcare for future generations

3. Pay staff properly: without fair pay, staffing shortages will cost lives

This has been the hardest winter ever in health and social care, with 6 million on waiting lists and delays in emergency care on top of continued pressures from Covid. We must act to safeguard services for patients and service users, boost staff morale and tackle the mental health crisis among health and care staff. Emergency funds must be secured now and invested in our NHS to equip it for the future and halt any further privatisation.

We must repair crumbling hospitals; replace clapped out equipment; reopen NHS beds that have been closed since March 2020; recruit more health and care staff, retain, train and pay them properly; expand GP services that have struggled with increased routine demand in addition to Covid; rebuild under-funded public health services to take charge of test and trace; publicly fund a service for care and independent living support; and much more. More info: SOSNHS.ORG

NATIONAL DAY OF ACTION
SAT 26 FEB
SCAN TO FIND & ORGANISE LOCAL EVENTS:

SOS NHS IS SUPPORTED BY